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A Raid Too Far James H. Willbanks 2014-01-30 In February 1971, the Army of the Republic of
Vietnam (ARVN) launched an incursion into Laos in an attempt to cut the Ho Chi Minh Trail and
destroy North Vietnamese Army (NVA) base areas along the border. This movement would be the
ﬁrst real test of Vietnamization, Pres. Richard Nixon’s program to turn the ﬁghting over to South
Vietnamese forces as US combat troops were withdrawn. US ground forces would support the
operation from within South Vietnam and would pave the way to the border for ARVN troops, and
US air support would cover the South Vietnamese forces once they entered Laos, but the South
Vietnamese forces would attack on the ground alone. The operation, dubbed Lam Son 719, went
very well for the ﬁrst few days, but as movement became bogged down the NVA rushed
reinforcements to the battle and the ARVN forces found themselves under heavy attack. US
airpower wreaked havoc on the North Vietnamese troops, but the South Vietnamese never
regained momentum and ultimately began to withdraw back into their own country under heavy
enemy pressure. In this ﬁrst in-depth study of this operation, military historian and Vietnam
veteran James H. Willbanks traces the details of battle, analyzes what went wrong, and suggests
insights into the diﬃculties currently being incurred with the training of indigenous forces.
Rise of the Warrior Cop Radley Balko 2021-06-01 This groundbreaking history of how American
police forces have been militarized is now revised and updated. Newly added material brings the
story through 2020, including analysis of the Ferguson protests, the Obama and Trump
administrations, and the George Floyd protests. The last days of colonialism taught America’s
revolutionaries that soldiers in the streets bring conﬂict and tyranny. As a result, our country has
generally worked to keep the military out of law enforcement. But over the last two centuries,
America’s cops have increasingly come to resemble ground troops. The consequences have been
dire: the home is no longer a place of sanctuary, the Fourth Amendment has been gutted, and
police today have been conditioned to see the citizens they serve as enemies. In Rise of the
Warrior Cop, Balko shows how politicians’ ill-considered policies and relentless declarations of war
against vague enemies like crime, drugs, and terror have blurred the distinction between cop and
soldier. His fascinating, frightening narrative that spans from America’s earliest days through
today shows how a creeping battleﬁeld mentality has isolated and alienated American police
oﬃcers and put them on a collision course with the values of a free society.
Virtualization
The War Against Civilians Vasja Badalič 2019-04-16 This book provides a critical analysis of how
the “war on terror” aﬀected the civilian population in Afghanistan and Pakistan. This “forgotten
war,” which started in 2001 with the US-led invasion of Afghanistan, has seen more than 212,000
people killed in war-related incidents. Whilst most of the news media shifted their attention to
other conﬂict zones, this war rages on. Badalič has amassed a vast amount of data on the civilian
victims of war from both sides of the Durand line, the border between Afghanistan and Pakistan.
He conducted interviews in Peshawar, Quetta, Islamabad, Kabul, Jalalabad, and many other cities
and villages from 2008 to 2017. His data is mostly drawn from those extensive conversations held
with civilian victims of war, Afghan and Pakistani oﬃcials, human-rights activists and members of
the insurgency. The book is divided into three parts. The ﬁrst examines the impact the US-led
coalition, Afghan security forces and paramilitary groups had on civilians, with methods of combat
such as drone strikes and kill-or-capture missions. The second part focuses on civilian victims of
abuses of power by Pakistani security forces, including arbitrary detentions and forced
disappearances. In the ﬁnal part, Badalič explores the impact of unlawful practices used by the
armed insurgency – the Afghan Taliban. Overall, the book seeks to tell the story of the civilian
victims of the “War on Terror".
Censored 2017 Mickey Huﬀ 2016-12-13 The annual yearbook from Project Censored features the
year's most underreported news stories, striving to unmask censorship, self-censorship, and
propaganda in corporate-controlled media outlets. Featuring the top 25 most underreported
stories, as voted by scholars, journalists, and activists across the country and around the world, as
well as chapters exploring timely issues from the previous year with more in-depth analysis.
Algorithms and Architectures for Parallel Processing Jaideep Vaidya 2018-12-06 The fourvolume set LNCS 11334-11337 constitutes the proceedings of the 18th International Conference
on Algorithms and Architectures for Parallel Processing, ICA3PP 2018, held in Guangzhou, China,
in November 2018. The 141 full and 50 short papers presented were carefully reviewed and
selected from numerous submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on Distributed
and Parallel Computing; High Performance Computing; Big Data and Information Processing;
Internet of Things and Cloud Computing; and Security and Privacy in Computing.
IBM System Storage DS8000 Performance Monitoring and Tuning Axel Westphal
2016-04-07 This IBM® Redbooks® publication provides guidance about how to conﬁgure,
monitor, and manage your IBM DS8880 storage systems to achieve optimum performance, and it
also covers the IBM DS8870 storage system. It describes the DS8880 performance features and
characteristics, including hardware-related performance features, synergy items for certain
operating systems, and other functions, such as IBM Easy Tier® and the DS8000® I/O Priority
Manager. The book also describes speciﬁc performance considerations that apply to particular
host environments, including database applications. This book also outlines the various tools that
are available for monitoring and measuring I/O performance for diﬀerent server environments,
and it describes how to monitor the performance of the entire DS8000 storage system. This book
is intended for individuals who want to maximize the performance of their DS8880 and DS8870
storage systems and investigate the planning and monitoring tools that are available. The IBM
DS8880 storage system features, as described in this book, are available for the DS8880 model
family with R8.0 release bundles (Licensed Machine Code (LMC) level 7.8.0).
CentOS 7 Server Deployment Cookbook Timothy Boronczyk 2016-10-06 Deploy and manage
today's essential services on an enterprise-class, open operating system About This Book
Conﬁgure and manage Linux servers in varying scenarios and for a range of business
requirements Explore the up-to-date features of CentOS using real-world scenarios See practical
and extensive recipes to deploy and manage CentOS Who This Book Is For This book is for Linux
professionals with basic Unix/Linux functionality experience, perhaps even having set up a server
before, who want to advance their knowledge in administering various services. What You Will
Learn See how to deploy CentOS easily and painlessly, even in multi-server environments
Conﬁgure various methods of remote access to the server so you don't always have to be in the
data center Make changes to the default conﬁguration of many services to harden them and
increase the security of the system Learn to manage DNS, emails and web servers Protect
yourself from threats by monitoring and logging network intrusion and system intrusion attempts,
rootkits, and viruses Take advantage of today's powerful hardware by running multiple systems
using virtualization In Detail CentOS is derived from Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL) sources and
is widely used as a Linux server. This book will help you to better conﬁgure and manage Linux
servers in varying scenarios and business requirements. Starting with installing CentOS, this book
will walk you through the networking aspects of CentOS. You will then learn how to manage users
and their permissions, software installs, disks, ﬁlesystems, and so on. You'll then see how to
secure connection to remotely access a desktop and work with databases. Toward the end, you
will ﬁnd out how to manage DNS, e-mails, web servers, and more. You will also learn to detect
threats by monitoring network intrusion. Finally, the book will cover virtualization techniques that
will help you make the most of CentOS. Style and approach This easy-to-read cookbook is ﬁlled
with practical recipes. Hands-on, task-based exercises will present you with real-world solutions to
deploy and manage CentOS in varying business scenarios.
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DS8800 Performance Monitoring and Tuning Gero Schmidt 2012-09-14 This IBM® Redbooks®
publication provides guidance about how to conﬁgure, monitor, and manage your IBM System
Storage® DS8800 and DS8700 storage systems to achieve optimum performance. It describes
the DS8800 and DS8700 performance features and characteristics, including IBM System Storage
Easy Tier® and DS8000® I/O Priority Manager. It also describes how they can be used with the
various server platforms that attach to the storage system. Then, in separate chapters, we detail
speciﬁc performance recommendations and discussions that apply for each server environment,
as well as for database and DS8000 Copy Services environments. We also outline the various
tools available for monitoring and measuring I/O performance for diﬀerent server environments,
as well as describe how to monitor the performance of the entire DS8000 storage system. This
book is intended for individuals who want to maximize the performance of their DS8800 and
DS8700 storage systems and investigate the planning and monitoring tools that are available. The
IBM System Storage DS8800 and DS8700 storage system features, as described in this book, are
available for the DS8700 with Licensed Machine Code (LMC) level 6.6.2x.xxx or higher and the
DS8800 with Licensed Machine Code (LMC) level 7.6.2x.xxx or higher. For information about
optimizing performance with the previous DS8000 models, DS8100 and DS8300, see the following
IBM Redbooks publication: DS8000 Performance Monitoring and Tuning, SG24-7146.
The First Blitz in 100 Objects Ian Castle 2020-05-19 The First World War ushered in many new
and increasingly deadly weapons, along with strategies for using them. No more so than
Germany’s sustained aerial bombing campaign against Britain, which opened an entirely new
theatre of war — the Home Front. It was a shocking awakening to 20th Century warfare for the
military and civilians alike. The centenary commemorations of the war, ending in 2018, brought
renewed attention to this campaign, so often hidden in the shadow of the Blitz of the Second
World War. Many Britons heard, some for the ﬁrst time, how taking on the German airships and
aeroplanes in this First Blitz laid the ground rules for how the nation would face up to and
ultimately defeat that later aerial campaign. There are still fascinating glimpses of this ﬁrst air
campaign to be found in the streets of our towns and cities. Often unnoticed, each tells its own
dramatic tale of death and destruction, or maybe of heroism and narrow escapes. In museums the
length and breadth of Britain there are tantalising reminders of the air raids, from complete
aircraft that defended this country to relics of great Zeppelins that initially brought terror to the
British population but ultimately were doomed to become nothing more than great heaps of burnt
and twisted wreckage. This ﬁrst-time assault from the air both terriﬁed and fascinated our
forebears. Unexpectedly, a signiﬁcant trade in air raid souvenirs developed, from postcards of
wrecked houses and bomb craters to china models of Zeppelins and their bombs, and pieces of
Zeppelin wreckage too. And amongst the 100 Objects brought together in this book, there can
also be found tales of resilience and determination as well as humour, which all have their place
in the story of this First Blitz. Whether you choose to read this book in the comfort of your own
home or are encouraged to get out and explore the visible heritage of this dramatic time in
Britain’s history, spare a thought for the courage and sacriﬁce displayed by those on both sides
who played their part in the story it tells.
The Way to the Spring Ben Ehrenreich 2017-08-01 “The Way to the Spring is a riveting and
powerful work . . . . Readers near and far who seek greater understanding of how Palestinians
live—and the violence they endure—are well served by Ehrenreich’s book.” —Haaretz
“Ehrenreich's haunting, poignant and memorable stories add up to a weighty contribution to the
Palestinian side of the scales of history.” —New York Times Book Review “An impassioned and
humane story.” —O Magazine From an award-winning journalist, a brave and necessary
immersion into the everyday struggles of Palestinian life Over the past three years, American
writer Ben Ehrenreich has been traveling to and living in the West Bank, staying with Palestinian
families in its largest cities and its smallest villages. Along the way he has written major stories for
American outlets, including a remarkable New York Times Magazine cover story. Now comes the
powerful new work that has always been his ultimate goal, The Way to the Spring. We are familiar
with brave journalists who travel to bleak or war-torn places on a mission to listen and
understand, to gather the stories of people suﬀering from extremes of oppression and want:
Katherine Boo, Ryszard Kapuściński, Ted Conover, and Philip Gourevitch among them. Palestine is,
by any measure, whatever one's politics, one such place. Ruled by the Israeli military, set upon
and harassed constantly by Israeli settlers who admit unapologetically to wanting to drive them
from the land, forced to negotiate an ever more elaborate and more suﬀocating series of fences,
checkpoints, and barriers that have sundered home from ﬁeld, home from home, this is a
population whose living conditions are unique, and indeed hard to imagine. In a great act of
bravery, empathy and understanding, Ben Ehrenreich, by placing us in the footsteps of ordinary
Palestinians and telling their story with surpassing literary power and grace, makes it impossible
for us to turn away.
Saints Under Siege Stuart A. Wright 2011-10-01 In April 2008, state police and child protection
authorities raided Yearning for Zion Ranch near Eldorado, Texas, a community of 800 members of
the Fundamentalist Church of Jesus Christ Latter Day Saints (FLDS), a polygamist branch of the
Mormons. State oﬃcials claimed that the raid, which was triggered by anonymous phone calls
from an underage girl to a domestic violence hotline, was based on evidence of widespread child
sexual abuse. In a high-risk paramilitary operation, 439 children were removed from the custody
of their parents and held until the Third Court of Appeals found that the state had overreached.
Not only did the state fail to corroborate the authenticity of the hoax calls, but evidence reveals
that Texas oﬃcials had targeted the FLDS from the outset, planning and preparing for a
confrontation. Saints under Siege provides a thorough, theoretically grounded critical examination
of the Texas state raid on the FLDS while situating this event in a broader sociological context.
The volume considers the raid as an exemplar case of a larger pattern of state actions against
minority religions, oﬀering comparative analyses to other government raids both historically and
across cultures. In its look beyond the Texas raid, it provides compelling evidence of social
intolerance and state repression of unpopular minority faiths in general, and the FLDS in
particular.
Pro Linux System Administration James Turnbull 2009-09-01 We can all be Linux experts, provided
we invest the time in learning the craft of Linux administration. Pro Linux System Administration
makes it easy for small- to medium–sized businesses to enter the world of zero–cost software
running on Linux and covers all the distros you might want to use, including Red Hat, Ubuntu,
Debian, and CentOS. Authors, and systems infrastructure experts James Turnbull, Peter
Lieverdink, and Dennis Matotek take a layered, component–based approach to open source
business systems, while training system administrators as the builders of business infrastructure.
If you want to implement a SOHO or SMB Linux infrastructure, Pro Linux System Administration
clearly demonstrates everything you need. You'll ﬁnd this book also provides a solid framework to
move forward and expand your business and associated IT capabilities, and you'll beneﬁt from the
expertise and experienced guidance of the authors. Pro Linux System Administration covers An
introduction to using Linux and free and open source software to cheaply and eﬃciently manage
your business A layered model that allows your infrastructure to grow with your business Easy
and simple–to–understand instructions including conﬁgurations, examples, and extensive
real–world hints and tips
A Practical Guide to Fedora and Red Hat Enterprise Linux Mark G. Sobell 2014 A step-by-step
guide to Fedora and Red Hat Enterprise Linux covers such topics as the shell, networking, system
administration, setting up servers, and programming tools.
Death and Taxes Johann van Loggerenberg 2018-07-13 Nothing in life is certain, except death and
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taxes – or so the expression goes. And over the past two decades South African criminals and tax
dodgers have come to realise this truth the hard way. Tax sleuth Johann van Loggerenberg was at
the centre of many of SARS’ high-proﬁle cases during his time there. As far as SARS is concerned
all forms of income are subjected to tax, even if by ill-gotten means. Whether you are a drug
dealer from Durban, one of the hitmen who shot Brett Kebble or soccer boss Irvin Khoza, you have
to pay your dues! Van Loggerenberg relates the riveting inside stories of the investigations into
businessmen like Dave King, Billy Rautenbach, Barry Tannenbaum and his ponzi scheme, and
others. Over the years he got to know all the scams and dirty tricks in the book and he explains
these in plain language. In these investigations the tax authority worked closely with the police,
the NPA and the Directorate of Special Operations. However, after a few years SARS became the
victim of its own success. In telling the stories of how tax evaders were caught, Van Loggerenberg
also shows how the power struggle between diﬀerent state departments and the phenomenon of
state capture in recent years started crippling SARS.
Tracing Your Second World War Ancestors Phil Tomaselli 2011-12-13 The Second World War
was the deﬁning conﬂict of the twentieth century and it is one of the most popular and fascinating
areas for historical research and for family historians. More records than ever are available to
researchers whose relatives served during the war. And this new book by Phil Tomaselli is the
perfect guide to how to locate and understand these sources and get the most out of them. He
explains how, and from where, service records can be obtained, using real examples showing
what they look like and how to interpret them. He also examines records of the military units
relatives might have served in so their careers can be followed in graphic detail. The three armed
services are covered, along with the merchant navy, the Home Guard, civilian services, prisoners
of war, gallantry and campaign medals, casualties, womens services and obscure wartime
organizations. Also included are a glossary of service acronyms, information on useful websites,
an introduction to the National Archives and details of other useful sources.
Muslims in Western Politics Abdulkader H. Sinno 2009 Islam as a social and political force in
Western liberal democracies
The Daring World War II Raid on Ploesti William R. Bradle 2017-06-01 An in-depth look at the
doomed U.S. Army Air Force attack on Romanian oil ﬁelds vital to Hitler’s success. In 1943, the
Allied powers were grasping for anything to undercut Hitler’s power and relieve his relentless
pressure on the Red Army, which had already suﬀered a staggering 11 million casualties. The U.S.
Army Air Force planned Operation Tidal Wave, which would take oﬀ from Benghazi, Libya, ﬂy low
and maintain complete radio silence to escape Axis observation, and bomb Hitler’s vital oil ﬁelds
in Ploesti, Romania. On August 1, 177 B-24 bombers prepared to take oﬀ. Fourteen hours later,
only 88 B-24s returned. Operation Tidal Wave was a massive strategic defeat. However, it proved
the mettle of the USAAF and provided a rallying point for the public. Author William R. Bradle
oﬀers the deﬁnitive account of this doomed operation—the strengths, weaknesses, heroism, and
failings—and takes readers into the thick of the action with thrilling accounts from many of the
crews. Praise for The Daring World War II Raid on Ploesti “This account of the Ploesti
mission...does an admirable job of laying out the planning, personalities, and attendant conﬂicts
among many participants, the mistakes made and losses inﬂicted by the Germans and
Romanians.... An eminently readable story that further emphasizes and demonstrates the mettle
of the Greatest Generation.”—New York Journal of Books
Law and Society Approaches to Cyberspace Paul Schiﬀ Berman 2017-11-28 During the past
decade, the rise of online communication has proven to be particularly fertile ground for academic
exploration at the intersection of law and society. Scholars have considered how best to apply
existing law to new technological problems but they also have returned to ﬁrst principles,
considering fundamental questions about what law is, how it is formed and its relation to cultural
and technological change. This collection brings together many of these seminal works, which
variously seek to interrogate assumptions about the nature of communication, knowledge,
invention, information, sovereignty, identity and community. From the use of metaphor in legal
opinions about the internet, to the challenges posed by globalization and deterritorialization, to
the potential utility of online governance models, to debates about copyright, free expression and
privacy, this collection oﬀers an invaluable introduction to cutting-edge ideas about law and
society in an online era. In addition, the introductory essay both situates this work within the
trajectory of law and society scholarship and summarizes the major fault lines in ongoing policy
debates about the regulation of online activity.
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Freedom From Religion Amos Guiora 2012-03 In Freedom From Religion, Amos N. Guiora
invites readers to consider an unusual technique for curtailing the threat of new terrorist attacks:
limiting freedom of religion and freedom of expression for religious extremists. Through concrete
examples, Professor Guiora maintains that there exists a connection between politically-correct
tolerance of extremist speech and the rise of terrorist activity, suggesting an even greater need
for his unique proposal that governments should introduce new limits on religious practice within
their borders. To demonstrate the wisdom of this course, Professor Guiora presents the disparate
policies and security circumstances of ﬁve countries: the U.S., the UK, the Netherlands, Turkey,
and Israel. In setting forth his analysis, he addresses Islamic, Christian, and Jewish extremism.
This candid account of such a controversial subject matter convincingly clariﬁes the relationship
between freedom of speech and terrorism.
Pro Linux System Administration Dennis Matotek 2017-03-14 Implement a SOHO or SMB
Linux infrastructure to expand your business and associated IT capabilities. Backed by the
expertise and experienced guidance of the authors, this book provides everything you need to
move your business forward. Pro Linux System Administration makes it easy for small- to
medium–sized businesses to enter the world of zero–cost software running on Linux and covers all
the distros you might want to use, including Red Hat, Ubuntu, Debian, and CentOS. Pro Linux
System Administration takes a layered, component–based approach to open source business
systems, while training system administrators as the builders of business infrastructure.
Completely updated for this second edition, Dennis Matotek takes you through an infrastructureas-code approach, seamlessly taking you through steps along the journey of Linux administration
with all you need to master complex systems. This edition now includes Jenkins, Ansible, Logstash
and more. What You'll Learn: Understand Linux architecture Build, back up, and recover Linux
servers Create basic networks and network services with Linux Build and implement Linux
infrastructure and services including mail, web, databases, and ﬁle and print Implement Linux
security Resolve Linux performance and capacity planning issues Who This Book Is For: Small to
medium–sized business owners looking to run their own IT, system administrators considering
migrating to Linux, and IT systems integrators looking for an extensible Linux infrastructure
management approach.
Three River Valleys Called Home Vicki Holmes 2019-08-13 Sometimes people leave their
home with the hopes of ﬁnding something better. Sometimes they are forced out and chased
away. Philip Eamer and his wife, Catrina, experience both in this true story of immigrants
searching for a place to call home. The Eamer family’s story begins in 1755 as they leave the
Rhine Valley for a better life in America. Once there, they move to the Mohawk River Valley in
New York, where they build a home and raise 10 children. Despite the eﬀects of the French Indian
War, the Eamers ﬂourish and happily ﬁnd their lives intertwined with their neighbours and fellow
immigrants for almost two decades. However, no family’s story occurs in isolation, and eventually
the Eamers ﬁnd themselves at the mercy of the political and historic events of the American
Revolution. Choosing to side with the Crown, they are forced to ﬂee their home at the hands of
neighbours and soldiers. What follows next is representative of many Loyalists’ experiences. The
Eamer family is forced to make a 370-km (230-mile) trek to Montreal, where they must live in a
refugee camp for three years before ﬁnally being granted their own land in the St. Lawrence
Valley for their loyalty to the King. Told by one of Philip and Catrina’s descendants, Three River
Valleys Called Home is historical ﬁction based on a real family and true events. Although some of
the interactions and dialogue may be imagined, they are ﬁrmly planted in the harsh realities that
many immigrants faced and pay tribute to the true grit of the settlers who built North America.
While this book will have special meaning for the thousands of descendants of the Eamer family
(and the other families who made up their community), their story will touch anyone with a
history of immigration in their family tree.
Al-Qaida, the Tribes, and the Government: Lessons and Prospects for Iraq's Unstable Triangle
Norman Cigar 2012-12-04 Al-Qaida’s resurgence, despite its limitations, presents a continuing
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security challenge in Iraq, and the tribal factor remains a signiﬁcant element in the security
equation. Among the conclusions of the study are that Iraq’s Sunni tribes remain an important
element in the country’s political life and in the security equation and will continue to be the
major arena for Al-Qaida’s recruitment eﬀorts and operations. As such, it will be necessary for the
Iraqi government to craft realistic and eﬀective policies that will address the Sunni tribes in order
to undercut tribal support for Al-Qaida if the latter is to be defeated decisively. Includes an
extensive notes and Bibliography references for further reading
Fedora 13 Installation Guide Fedora Documentation Project 2010-07 The oﬃcial "Fedora 13
Installation Guide" covers installation of Fedora, a Linux distribution built on free and open source
software.
High Availability IT Services Terry Critchley 2014-12-17 This book starts with the basic
premise that a service is comprised of the 3Ps-products, processes, and people. Moreover, these
entities and their sub-entities interlink to support the services that end users require to run and
support a business. This widens the scope of any availability design far beyond hardware and
software. It also increases t
The Texas Polygamist Raid Katie Marsico 2012-01-15 Provides comprehensive information on
the Texas polygamist raid and the diﬀering perspectives accompanying it.
The Caucasus Emirate Mujahedin Gordon M. Hahn 2014-10-09 "Gordon Hahn has provided an
outstanding analysis of the Islamist insurrection of the Caucasus, a conﬂict which reached out and
took innocent lives in Boston, as well as in many Russian, Chechen and Dagestani cities and
villages. His thorough scholarship sets a new benchmark in the study of religiously motivated
terrorism in the former Soviet area."--Ariel Cohen, Senior Research Fellow, The Kathryn and
Shelby Cullom Davis Institute for International Studies "In this important book, Hahn masterfully
moves beyond arid structural explanations to explore the contingent historical, ideological and
leadership factors that have made the Caucasus Emirate a major, if often under-recognized, node
in the current global jihadist landscape."--Dr. Gary Ackerman, Director, National Consortium for
the Study of Terrorism and Responses to Terrorism (START) "In this important book, Hahn has
thoroughly documented the extent to which the earlier ethno-nationalist conﬂict in Chechnya has
been progressively “jihadized” ideologically and internationalized, a crucial transformation that
has largely gone unrecognized."--Jeﬀrey M. Bale, Ph.D., Senior Researcher, Monterey Terrorism
Research and Education Program "Gordon Hahn lays out how groups and individuals from the
Northern Caucasus and elsewhere in Russia have evolved and strengthened links with like-minded
non-Russia-based terrorist networks around the world, including Syria. This is a security threat
that directly aﬀects the United States and its allies, and Gordon Hahn's book is THE source to get
up to speed on the topic."--Andrew Kuchins, Director and Senior Fellow of the Russia and Eurasia
Program at the Center for Strategic and International Studies in Washington D.C. Russia's North
Caucasus mujahedin of the self-declared Caucasus Emirate and the history thereof is part and
parcel of the global jihadi revolutionary movement which includes but is no longer led by Al
Qaeda. This book corrects the inadequate previous treatments of the violence in the Caucasus,
almost 1all of which explain what ought to be called the rise of jihadism in the Caucasus solely in
terms of Russian actions. The author brings the international jihadist and local North Caucasian
causes back into the picture, detailing the global Jihadist/Islamist revolutionary movement's
propagation of the "jihadi method" and material support to nationalist and Islamic extremists in
Chechnya and the Caucasus since the mid-1990s. Like jihadi groups in Afghanistan and Pakistan,
Iraq, Syria, and Africa, the Caucasus Emirate is an Al Qaeda ally and de facto aﬃliate. It
represents a threat to Russian, U.S., and international security as evidenced by terrorist plots
perpetrated or inspired by it in Belgium, the Czech Republic, Denmark, Spain, Azerbaijan, and
Boston.
Intelligence and Propaganda in the Cases of Bosnia and Herzegovina and Afghanistan
Murat Aslan 2022-06-20 This book questions the eﬃciency of propaganda and the aﬃliated
intelligence functions of international organisations by sampling NATO and, to some extent, the
UN in peace operations. It examines NATO operations in Bosnia-Herzegovina and Afghanistan in
detail as comparative analysis, and considers the commitment of the US military since this is the
main driver of the bulk of NATO activities. In addition, the book covers the communication and
intelligence activities of the opposing elements in both Bosnia and Afghanistan to oﬀer another
comparative approach.
A Practical Guide to Ubuntu Linux Mark G. Sobell 2011 The Most Complete, Easy-to-Follow
Guide to Ubuntu Linux The #1 Ubuntu server resource, fully updated for Ubuntu 10.4 (Lucid
Lynx)-the Long Term Support (LTS) release many companies will rely on for years! Updated
JumpStarts help you set up Samba, Apache, Mail, FTP, NIS, OpenSSH, DNS, and other complex
servers in minutes Hundreds of up-to-date examples, plus comprehensive indexes that deliver
instant access to answers you can trust Mark Sobell's A Practical Guide to Ubuntu Linux®, Third
Edition, is the most thorough and up-to-date reference to installing, conﬁguring, and working with
Ubuntu, and also oﬀers comprehensive coverage of servers--critical for anybody interested in
unleashing the full power of Ubuntu. This edition has been fully updated for Ubuntu 10.04 (Lucid
Lynx), a milestone Long Term Support (LTS) release, which Canonical will support on desktops
until 2013 and on servers until 2015. Sobell walks you through every essential feature and
technique, from installing Ubuntu to working with GNOME, Samba, exim4, Apache, DNS, NIS,
LDAP, g ufw, ﬁrestarter, iptables, even Perl scripting. His exceptionally clear explanations
demystify everything from networking to security. You'll ﬁnd full chapters on running Ubuntu from
the command line and desktop (GUI), administrating systems, setting up networks and Internet
servers, and much more. Fully updated JumpStart sections help you get complex servers running-often in as little as ﬁve minutes. Sobell draws on his immense Linux knowledge to explain both
the "hows" and the "whys" of Ubuntu. He's taught hundreds of thousands of readers and never
forgets what it's like to be new to Linux. Whether you're a user, administrator, or programmer,
you'll ﬁnd everything you need here--now, and for many years to come. The world's most practical
Ubuntu Linux book is now even more useful! This book delivers Hundreds of easy-to-use Ubuntu
examples Important networking coverage, including DNS, NFS, and Cacti Coverage of crucial
Ubuntu topics such as sudo and the Upstart init daemon More detailed, usable coverage of
Internet server conﬁguration, including Apache (Web) and exim4 (email) servers State-of-the-art
security techniques, including up-to-date ﬁrewall setup techniques using gufw and iptables, and a
full chapter on OpenSSH A complete introduction to Perl scripting for automated administration
Deeper coverage of essential admin tasks-from managing users to CUPS printing, conﬁguring
LANs to building a kernel Complete instructions on keeping Ubuntu systems up-to-date using
aptitude, Synaptic, and the Software Sources window And much more...including a 500+ term
glossary Includes DVD! Get the full version of Lucid Lynx, the latest Ubuntu LTS release!
Imagining the Perfect Society in Muslim Brotherhood Journals Kiki M. Santing 2020-08-24
The investigation of the Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood during the presidencies of Anwar Sadat and
the early years of Hosni Mubarak is based on the movement’s main journals, al-Da‘wa and Liwā’
al-’Islām, presenting its history during two relevant periods: 1976-1981, 1987-1988. These
journals show that, contrary to the focus in modern research (e.a. sharia laws, gender relations, or
ideas of democracy), the Brotherhood is a much more broadly oriented, social-political opposition
movement, taking Islam as its guideline. The movement’s own versatile discourse discusses all
aspects of daily and spiritual life. An important adage of the Brotherhood is Islam as a niẓām kāmil
wa-shāmil, ‘a perfect and all-encompassing system’. Faith should play a role in every aspect of
daily life, from cooking dinner and housekeeping to education, holidays, enemy images,
legislation, and watching television. Islam is everything, and everything is Islam. In its journals the
Brotherhood provided its unique reﬂection of the spirit of the age. The movement presented itself
as a highly reactive group that responded to current events and positioned itself as a moral,
religious and political opposition to the Egyptian regime.
Symposium 2008
Sanctuary Christa Kuljian 2013 This striking account tells the story of how the Central Methodist
Church in downtown Johannesburg and its controversial Bishop Paul Verryn came to oﬀer refuge
to people who had nowhere else to turn. Xenophobic violence erupted in South Africa in May 2008
and the threat of it spreading to Central Methodist Church became very real—already there were
over a thousand migrants living in the church, most of them having ﬂed across the Zimbabwe
border in search of a life beyond poverty and political oppression. Every square inch was
occupied. Christa Kuljian ﬂuently combines many elements to share this remarkable experience
openly: interviews with members of the refugee community, residents of the church, and key
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ﬁgures who include the head of Central Methodist; historical material on the church and its role in
the city since the early years; and an understanding of urban dynamics, migrancy, and South
African politics. Central Methodist became a visible reminder of the challenges facing
Johannesburg and South Africa—such as poverty, migration, xenophobia, and policing—and this is
the complex and compelling history of how it happened.
No One is Illegal (Updated Edition) Justin Akers Chacón 2018-05-09 Countering the chorus of antiimmigrant voices that have grown increasingly loud in the current political moment, No One is
Illegal exposes the racism of anti-immigration vigilantes and puts a human face on the immigrants
who risk their lives to cross the border to work in the United States. This second edition has a new
introduction to frame the analysis of the struggle for immigrant rights and the roots of the
backlash. Justin Akers Chacón is the author of the forthcoming Radicals in the Barrio: Magonistas,
Socialists, Wobblies, and Communists in the Mexican American Working Class. Mike Davis is the
author many books, including The Ecology of Fear and Planet of Slums.
Informants, Cooperating Witnesses, and Undercover Investigations Dennis G. Fitzgerald
2014-11-05 The use of informants has been described as the "black hole of law enforcement."
Failures in the training of police oﬃcers and federal agents in the recruitment and operation of
informants has undermined costly long-term investigations, destroyed the careers of prosecutors
and law enforcement oﬃcers, and caused death and serious injuries to innocent citizens and
police. In many cases, the events leading to disaster could have been avoided had the law
enforcement agency followed the time-tested procedures examined in this book. Informants,
Cooperating Witnesses, and Undercover Investigations: A Practical Guide to Law, Policy, and
Procedure, Second Edition covers every aspect of the informant and cooperating witness
dynamic—a technique often shrouded in secrecy and widely misunderstood. Quoted routinely in
countless newspaper and magazine articles, the ﬁrst edition of this book was the go-to guide for
practical, eﬀective guidance on this controversial yet powerful investigative tool. Extensively
updated, topics in this second edition include: Sweeping changes in the FBI and ICE informant and
undercover programs New informant recruiting techniques Reverse sting operations Entrapment
issues Examination of recent high-proﬁle cases where the misuse of informants resulted in
lawsuits and legislation The changing nature of compensation and cooperation agreements
Forfeiture, informants, and rewards The management of controlled undercover purchases of
evidence Challenges posed by fabricated information, phantom informants and police corruption
Witness security measures New whistleblower reward programs Authoritative, scholarly, and
based on boots-on-the-ground experience, this book is written by an author who has been a police
supervisor, an informant recruiter and handler, an undercover agent, and an attorney. Supported
by statutes, case law, and previously unpublished excerpts from law enforcement agency
manuals, it is essential reading for every police oﬃcer, police manager, prosecutor, police
academy trainer, criminal justice professor, and defense attorney. This book is part of the
Practical Aspects of Criminal and Forensic Investigations series.
Libya: From Repression to Revolution M. Cherif Bassiouni 2013-12-13 This groundbreaking
new volume provides the ﬁrst comprehensive review of the Libyan conﬂict of 2011. The book
expands on and complements the report of the Commission of Inquiry to the United Nations
Human Rights Council, and provides the reader with the information essential to understanding
the Libyan conﬂict, its causes and ramiﬁcations, and the diﬃculties the country faces as it
rebuilds in the wake of 40 years of repression and the eﬀects of a brutal civil war.
International Law and Drone Strikes in Pakistan Sikander Ahmed Shah 2014-11-13 While
conventional warfare has an established body of legal precedence, the legality of drone strikes by
the United States in Pakistan and elsewhere remains ambiguous. This book explores the legal and
political issues surrounding the use of drones in Pakistan. Drawing from international treaty law,
customary international law, and statistical data on the impact of the strikes, Sikander Ahmed
Shah asks whether drone strikes by the United States in Pakistan are in compliance with
international humanitarian law. The book questions how international law views the giving of
consent between States for military action, and explores what this means for the interaction
between sovereignty and consent. The book goes on to look at the socio-political realities of drone
strikes in Pakistan, scrutinizing the impact of drone strikes on both Pakistani politics and USPakistan relationships. Topics include the Pakistan army-government relationship, the evolution of
international institutions as a result of drone strikes, and the geopolitical dynamics aﬀecting the
region. As a detailed and critical examination of the legal and political challenges presented by
drone strikes, this book will be essential to scholars and students of the law of armed conﬂict,
security studies, political science and international relations.
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Jihad Hussein Solomon 2013-01-01 What are the factors which have made South Africa so
appealing to terrorist and radical islamic organisations? What role has South Africa played within
global Jihad? This book examines how South Africa has come to play a major role in global terror
networks stemming from growing criminality and corruption within state structures. It also
examines the interaction between local and foreign extremist elements which undermine South
Africa’s security. The author brings the discussion beyond the usual mundane academic treatise
to the sharp reality of the global dangers of politicised Islam – a muslim talking candidly about
Islam.
Visual Evidence and the Gaza Flotilla Raid Maayan Amir 2022-01-13 This book engages with
pivotal examples of extraterritoriality-from Antiquity and into the twenty ﬁrst century-in order to
broaden the original judicial and geographical deﬁnition and thereby include physical and
digitized information, and visual data in particular. By focusing on a critical incident of recent
Middle Eastern history-namely,the Gaza Freedom Flotilla of 2010 which sailed against Israel's
enduring blockade-it shows how the device of extraterritoriality shapes not only the political
situation in Gaza, the legal status of the maritime environment in which the ﬂotilla incident took
place, and the judicial actions taken in response but also reveals how the concept of
extraterritoriality is key to explaining the State's subsequent eﬀorts to conﬁscate and monopolize
all visual evidence of its alleged violations of international statutes. Through the lens of the
missing visual evidence characterizing the Mavi Marmara incident after-eﬀects, it explores how
the legal system's ability to evade transparency seems to be a built-in condition for eluding
criminal accountability at the international level, with the emphasis on extraterritoriality's
fundamental role in fashioning our current legal and political orders.
Killing by Remote Control Bradley Jay Strawser 2013-04-29 The increased military employment of
remotely operated aerial vehicles, also known as drones, has raised a wide variety of important
ethical questions, concerns, and challenges. Many of these have not yet received the serious
scholarly examination such worries rightly demand. This volume attempts to ﬁll that gap through
sustained analysis of a wide range of speciﬁc moral issues that arise from this new form of killing
by remote control. Many, for example, are troubled by the impact that killing through the
mediated mechanisms of a drone half a world away has on the pilots who ﬂy them. What happens
to concepts such as bravery and courage when a war-ﬁghter controlling a drone is never exposed
to any physical danger? This dramatic shift in risk also creates conditions of extreme asymmetry
between those who wage war and those they ﬁght. What are the moral implications of such
asymmetry on the military that employs such drones and the broader questions for war and a
hope for peace in the world going forward? How does this technology impact the likely successes
of counter-insurgency operations or humanitarian interventions? Does not such weaponry run the
risk of making war too easy to wage and tempt policy makers into killing when other more diﬃcult
means should be undertaken? Killing By Remote Control directly engages all of these issues.
Some essays discuss the just war tradition and explore whether the rise of drones necessitates a
shift in the ways we think about the ethics of war in the broadest sense. Others scrutinize more
speciﬁc uses of drones, such as their present use in what are known as "targeted killing" by the
United States. The book similarly tackles the looming prospect of autonomous drones and the
many serious moral misgivings such a future portends. "A path-breaking volume! BJ Strawser, an
internationally known analyst of drone ethics, has assembled a broad spectrum of civilian and
military experts to create the ﬁrst book devoted to this hot-button issue. This important work
represents vanguard thinking on weapon systems that make headlines nearly every day. It will
catalyze debates policy-makers and military leaders must have in order to preserve peace and
protect the innocent. - James Cook, Department Chair/Head of Philosophy, US Air Force Academy
"The use of 'drones' (remotely piloted air vehicles) in war has grown exponentially in recent years.
Clearly, this evolution presages an enormous explosion of robotic vehicles in war - in the air, on
the ground, and on and under the sea. This collection of essays provides an invaluable
contribution to what promises to be one of the most fundamental challenges to our assumptions
about ethics and warfare in at least the last century. The authors in this anthology approach the
ethical challenges posed by these rapidly advancing technologies from a wide range of
perspectives. Cumulatively, they represent an essential overview of the fundamental ethical
issues involved in their development. This collection makes a key contribution to an urgently
needed dialogue about the moral questions involved." - Martin L. Cook, Adm. James B. Stockdale
Professor of Professional Military Ethics, Professor Leadership & Ethics, College of Operational &
Strategic Leadership, U.S. Naval War College
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